THE AUTO
ADVERTISERS
PLAYBOOK
FOR LOCALIZED PROGRAMMATIC

Simpli.fi’s Auto Advertisers Playbook

Localized Programmatic: An Untapped Opportunity
for Local Auto Dealers
Historically, auto dealers have focused their advertising on local TV ads, billboards, newspaper placements,
and advertisements on third-party sites like Autotrader. However, today’s car-buying climate has changed
dramatically and the most successful auto dealers are adapting their advertising strategy — and fast.
So, what’s changed?
First of all, the proliferation of content across the internet and the pervasive nature of smartphones have
forever redefined how car buyers research and purchase vehicles and transformed how auto dealers most
effectively identify and reach local auto-buying customers.
On top of that, programmatic advertising tools and technology, previously only used for large national
buys, are now accessible for all advertisers who want to effectively scale localized audiences, messages, and
budgets in real time — whether for a handful of dealership locations in one city or thousands of locations
across the U.S.
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Based on insights from over 2,500 automotive accounts and 10,000 active auto campaigns on the Simpli.fi
platform, this playbook is written specifically for advertisers who handle marketing for an auto dealership.

Read on to discover the five most impactful digital targeting tactics and see
why successful automotive dealers are shifting their advertising strategies
to localized digital targeting. In a nutshell: it delivers measureable results
and moves more cars off lots.
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The Internet Has Forever Changed the Automotive
Purchase Cycle
With access to information just a click away, it’s never been easier to research a car purchase. Most buyers
already have a specific make and model in mind when they visit a dealership, which means the bar is moving
ever higher for mindshare in an already competitive industry.
Today there are over 17,500 dealerships in the U.S., all competing for the shrinking number of 2.7 dealerships
visited per car purchase (Autotrader). This number is down from 10 years ago, when buyers visited an average
of five dealerships per purchase.

AVAILABILITY OF
INFORMATION

THE RISE OF
PROGRAMMATIC
ADVERTISING

Before visiting a dealership, car shoppers spend 59% of their time researching online (Autotrader), and for 61%
of people considering a purchase, their first contact with the dealership is a walk-in visit. All in all, the average
consumer dedicates 14 hours and 48 minutes to researching and purchasing a car (Cox Automotive).
If you’re an owner of a dealership, in charge of marketing for an
automotive brand, or selling digital advertising to auto dealers,
you’re well aware of this massive shift in consumer behavior.
Consumers used to purchase cars through personal contact with
dealers, combined with online and offline research. Now, digital
media is the main source of information and a key influencer of
automotive purchase decisions. Shoppers are more informed
than ever before due to the easy access to information at their
fingertips, no matter where they are.

CarReviews.com

On top of that, research for a new car isn’t limited to just a few touch points. In the path to purchasing a car,
there are an average of 24 touch points, and 19 of those interactions are digital in nature (Think with Google).
In order to get more car shoppers on your lot in today’s buying environment, high-volume automotive dealers
target potential customers from the initial search that signals interest in car buying — such as a search for
“new car” or “family sedan reviews” — all the way through their online research.
And the potential to reach the buyer doesn’t stop once they’ve completed their research at home and are en
route to your dealership or a competitor’s lot. At this point, the primary driver of generating increased foot
traffic is done through targeted mobile advertising.
Consumers are using mobile devices more and more to connect, research, play, and shop, and advertisers
are following their consumers to mobile. The average American spends over four hours each day on his/
her mobile device engaged in non-voice activities (eMarketer). That usage accounts for 69% of an average
consumer’s digital media time (comScore).
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Perhaps most relevant to the auto dealer, 23% of car buyers use their mobile phone to research their purchase
while on the lot. It’s clear that the importance of reaching a localized audience through mobile will only
continue to grow.
This consumer adoption of mobile has added a powerful data set to the marketing mix: location data. Given
that the auto industry is very local by nature, there is tremendous interest and buy-in related to using location
data in advertising. Location-based intent data helps marketers go beyond targeting on things like cookies
and search data to precisely reach consumers at that all-important moment when they are interacting with
the digital and physical world together.
With all this change happening at such rapid speed, the need to take action is clear. In order to remain
competitive and sell more cars, auto advertisers should adopt a localized programmatic strategy that enables
them to localize ad targeting and content, to deliver performance on high volumes of localized campaigns,
and to receive deep insights on their dynamic audiences.
The importance of localized targeting cannot be overstated. Nomenclature, local preferences, and buying
habits vary widely from city to city across the country. By optimizing audiences to local needs and delivering
customized creative for different locations, automotive advertisers will see improved performance compared
with the use of prepackaged audience segments and broad targeting.

Stand out among competitors by utilizing geo-location and other
targeting tactics to create dynamic audiences and optimize campaigns,
messaging, and creative on the local level.

CASE STUDY

Pressing on the Gas:
Driving Foot Traffic
for Auto Dealerships
Consider how you shop for a new car.
If you’re like most shoppers, you’ll talk
to friends and family, read reviews
on third-party sites like JDPower or
MotorTrend or watch user-generated
content on Youtube. The process also
likely includes extensive research on
features and pricing on cars that fit
your needs.
Read more »
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9 Car-Buying Stats That Every
Auto Advertiser Needs to Know

50%

Almost
of car purchases begin online.
best cars 2018

Customers typically switch
4 times between online
and offline channels.

60%

More than
of customers decide on brand,
model, and price before
visiting a dealership.
In the path to purchase, there are

24 average touchpoints,
19 are digital.

23%

6/10

car shoppers enter the market
unsure of which car to buy.

Shoppers visit an average of
2.7 dealerships throughout
the car buying process.

The average decision-making
cycle from research to purchase
is about 9 weeks.

More than half
of new-vehicle shoppers on
the internet use a mobile device
to help them gather information
before making a purchase.

of car buyers use their mobile phone to
research their purchase while on the lot.

Sources: Bain Omnichannel Car Sales, J.D. Power 2015
New Autoshopper Study, Think with Google, Autotrader
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How Successful Auto Advertisers are Reaching Potential Buyers
with Localized Programmatic
As the data shows, the auto buyer’s journey is extended and complex. In order to reach an engaged car buyer
and increase foot traffic, it’s essential to adopt multiple targeting tactics that cover this multistep journey.
Based on findings from Simpli.fi’s successful management of over 10,000 active automotive campaigns,
here are five of the most impactful digital targeting tactics and how you can apply them to reach consumers
shopping for cars across each step of their purchase journey. To illustrate the concepts, we’ve included an
anecdotal example of Mary, an average buyer.

CAR
AUTOMOTI
DEALERS
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Keyword Search
Retargeting

Contextual Targeting

Site Retargeting

CRM Targeting

Geo-Fencing

Reach Potential Buyers Early with Keyword Search Retargeting

Mary’s family sedan has seen better days. It’s an older model and starting to break down — not an ideal
scenario with several children in the house under 10. She’s at the early stages of a new car purchase. One
night, she pulls out her laptop and searches “safest family cars,” “family sedan reviews,” and a mix of other
keyword searches. At this point, Mary does not have a specific brand in mind.
During this early phase, you can target a potential car buyer based on keywords and phrases that are relevant
to their inventory as the buyer surfs the web on their desktop, laptop, and mobile device. Because keyword
searches such as “family sedan reviews” indicate a direct interest in auto, the display ad would be shown to
this user at this early phase in their decision-making journey.
Perhaps the new buyer did have a specific car brand in mind and it happens to be a competitor’s. In this case,
as the buyer does online research, ads could be served using keywords related to your competitive set. This
targeting tactic allows advertisers to reach buyers early in their buying cycle and present them with another
viable purchase option.

Show Relevant Ads to Buyers Browsing the Web with Contextual Targeting

As Mary moves beyond her initial searches, she starts reading detailed reviews and automotive-related
content across the web. At this step, contextual targeting is a powerful way for you to connect with buyers by
serving them ads as they browse content and websites related to their car-buying interests.
Contextual targeting looks at the category or keyword of the page a person is viewing and serves them ads
relevant to the page’s content. You can create a custom list of keywords or categories related to their business
or product and contextual targeting will serve relevant ads to the user as they read content and gather
information to inform their car purchase.
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Prospecting Dynamic Creative for Auto
Creative is crucial for auto dealers because much of communication today is visual and
images are everything. Car dealers need a turnkey solution to personalize ads that are
served in real time for specific users based on the keywords they search and the contextual
content they read, and to dynamically serve ads to a target market as they enter the
research phase of buying a car.

XJ1 SUPER SEDAN

$40,246

BIG TOWN
AUTOPLEX

VIEW DETAILS

Keyword: Yellow Sedan
This is why Simpli.fi developed Prospecting Dynamic Creative, which goes beyond
standard creative by not only matching the audience to the creative, but by also adjusting
the content of the ad to the individual based on upper-funnel behaviors, such as keywords
searched and contextual elements. It takes into consideration the nuances of a buyer’s
search intent such as color, car classification, new vs. used, certified vehicles, etc. No site
visit is needed to dynamically serve the ads and no integration with inventory software
is required. The ad creative changes dynamically based on the keywords searched and
contextual content read. When a user clicks on the ad, they are then taken to the dealer’s
VDP (Vehicle Detail Pages).

Re-Engage Buyers After They Leave Your Website with Site Retargeting

The display ads worked and Mary has visited your website and searched your inventory. In the process, she
realized what time it was and that she needed to pick her children up from school. Disrupted and extended
research phases are very common. In fact, 98% of first-time visitors to your website do not take action (Inc.).
Remember, in the typical nine-week path to purchase, there are 24 average touch points and 19 of these
interactions are digital.
With Site Retargeting, after the prospective buyer visits your website, you can serve them ads instantly or at
a later time as they continue to surf the web, which keeps your inventory and dealership top of mind. You can
also use special offers to bring the shopper back to your site or, even better, bring them to your dealership.
Site Retargeting is a powerful and high-performing tactic that is recommended for all advertisers.
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Bring Your Offline Customer Data Online

Auto dealers have a wealth of data on their customers: date of last car purchase, interests, lease expirations,
etc. Your customer database, or CRM, is an incredibly valuable resource and you likely use this list for direct
mail and other local communication purposes.
Expand the reach of your CRM and create additional digital customer touch points by serving ads to your
customers as they surf the web. For current customers, the ads could be customized and focus on loyalty
efforts or timed to correspond to their next car purchase or lease expiration. Within Simpli.fi’s programmatic
platform, lists of names, emails, and post addresses are easily onboarded and scrubbed of any personally
identifiable information so that there is no risk of breach in privacy.

Own Your Geo with the Most Accurate Mobile Geo-Fencing Technology

Let’s revisit Mary’s buying journey. At this point, she’s done a lot of online research and is ready to test drive
some cars. Using geo-fencing, you can reach Mary and other high concentrations of potential customers who
visit specific locations.
So what is geo-fencing? Simpli.fi’s geo-fencing suite contains three parts:

Geo-Fencing

Used to target users who visit specific geographic areas, geo-fencing is
the most advanced location-based mobile advertising technology
powered by latitude and longitude data. Advertisers create a customshaped geo-fence around an area where they desire to target customers
(a competitor’s store, a venue, a specific part of town, etc).

Conversion Zones

Allows advertisers to accurately gauge and optimize mobile campaign
effectiveness by tracking online-to-offline conversions. For consumers
who were previously served an ad, Simpli.fi’s technology recognizes that
unique user and attributes their visit as an offline conversion.

Event Targeting

A precise temporal geo-targeting technology that allows advertisers
to build a custom audience based on a geo-fence during a specified
day-and-time window of an event.
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Geo-fencing is a highly relevant targeting
tactic for auto advertisers.
Here are a few ways to put geo-fencing into practice:

COMPETITOR
290

JUNE

55

377

33

456

Location Proximity

Your local city, town,
and region are highopportunity areas.
Create custom-sized
and -shaped geo-fences
based on addresses,
ZIP codes, and/or
neighborhoods — any
desired location really.
When getting started
with geo-fencing, always
start by geo-fencing
your own dealership(s).
This will ensure that the
potential buyers who visit
your location and leave
without buying a car
receive your mobile ads
and are reminded
to come back.

Conquesting Competitors
Geo-fencing is also a powerful
conquesting tool for auto
dealers. Six out of 10 car
shoppers enter the market
unsure of which car to buy. On
top of that, 23% of car buyers
use their mobile phone to
research their purchase while
on the lot, and buyers visit
an average of 2.7 dealerships
before they sign on the dotted
line. In this process, there is
often comparison shopping
— dropping by a nearby
competitor dealership to test
drive a comparable make
or model. Geo-fence your
competitors’ dealerships
and when a potential car buyer
visits their lots and leaves, bring
those buyers back to your lot by
serving ads to those users.

Events at Specific
Dates and Times

Additionally, think about
what local events potential
customers are known
to attend, such as auto
shows. By using Simpli.fi’s
latest innovation in
geo-fencing technology,
Event Targeting, you can
build and target a custom,
portable audience based
on a specific event location
and time frame — granular
down to the hour level.
From there, you can
deliver ads to that tailormade audience on their
mobile device at a later
time in order to draw
them to the dealership
with a relevant ad, special
promotion, or sale.
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Recency
It’s important to understand the role of timing in advertising.
The promise of programmatic marketing is simple: Serve the
right ad to the right person at the right time. In order to make
this happen, you need to be able to buy digital inventory and
serve ads to a dynamic audience at the right time and place.
However, the value of when you target an audience can vary
significantly based on when their action or behavior took place.
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Simpli.fi’s unique use of unstructured data means that we target, bid, optimize, and report at
the individual data element level. Unstructured data also helps us time the delivery of an ad
with precision because Simpli.fi retains the timestamp associated with each piece of location
data. This highly valuable data point allows advertisers to serve a targeted ad to an engaged
buyer based on when they visited a specific geo-fenced location — whether it be your
competitor’s lot, your own dealership, or some other predetermined location. With Simpli.fi,
you can target based on recency in order to reach a potential buyer who just searched for a
particular car, or someone who visited the dealership 10 days ago and has not returned.

Connecting Advertising to Foot Traffic: How to Measure
Dealership Visits and Foot Traffic Lift
Even the most thoughtful advertising and effective targeting isn’t much good if you can’t measure its impact.
Auto dealers must be able to track offline, or “last mile,” conversions in order to truly measure the success of
their advertising.
This playbook has demonstrated how Simpli.fi’s Geo-Fencing with Conversion Zones solution allows
advertisers to accurately gauge and optimize mobile-campaign effectiveness by tracking online-to-offline
conversions. By using Simpli.fi’s Geo-Conversion Lift metrics, auto dealers can determine which foot traffic
naturally converted and which was influenced by an ad.
Key metrics auto marketers can access via the Geo-Conversion Lift Dashboards include:
• Campaign Conversion Rate*: The percentage of users who were detected in a target zone, were then
served an ad, and then were detected in a Conversion Zone for the same campaign.
• Natural Conversion Rate*: The percentage of users who have been detected in a target zone, not served
an ad, and then detected in a conversion zone for the same campaign.
• Geo-Conversion Lift*: Percentage difference in Campaign Conversion Rate vs. Natural Conversion Rate.
• New User Campaign Conversion Lift*: The campaign conversion lift with repeat converters excluded.
• Natural Days to Convert: The average number of days it takes users, whether they’ve been served an ad
or not, to go from a target zone to the Conversion Zone.
• Campaign Days to Convert: The average number of days it takes users who were served an ad to go from
a target zone to the Conversion Zone.
*With breakouts of daily new and repeat users to further increase transparency of conversion metrics.
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Simpli.fi’s clients find Geo-Fencing with Conversion Zones and Geo-Conversion Lift to be incredibly powerful
tools for enriching mobile performance, tracking online-to-offline conversions, and understanding what is
most effectively driving people to the dealership.

Moving from Ideas to Action
Simpli.fi works with many advertisers who handle marketing for an auto dealership and who seek to localize
and personalize their targeting while measuring the tangible impact on foot traffic. Here we’ve included a
real-world example that will help you see how to drive increased foot traffic to auto dealerships.

Innovative Use of Geo-Fencing
Drives Incremental Dealership Visits
for a Tier II Automotive Ad Agency

Challenge: Today, there are over 17,500 dealerships in the U.S.,
all competing for the shrinking number of 2.7 dealer visits per car
purchase (Autotrader). On top of that, there are usually several
competing dealerships located near each other and, as a result,
the competition for attracting potential buyers is fierce. Balloons
and inflatable dinosaurs may be eye-catching, but they don’t let
potential buyers know that you have what they’re looking for.
Location-based targeting has become a powerful tool for marketers to reach in-market shoppers.
However, national automotive advertisers and dealerships with numerous physical locations often
find it difficult to localize advertising to reach a precise audience and effectively stand out from
their competitors.
A digital advertising agency that focuses on Tier II automotive brands with dealerships in several
markets across the country faced this exact challenge. They needed an advanced and effective
solution to localize national campaigns and increase market share by conquesting competitors
across 20 major markets for their client.
Objective: The Tier II automotive agency knew it was vital to select a programmatic partner that
had advanced location-based mobile advertising technology. Ultimately, they chose to partner with
Simpli.fi for our granular localization targeting capabilities based on custom shapes and sizes, and
the ability to measure and optimize online-to-offline conversions.
Together, the agency and Simpli.fi developed a comprehensive localized programmatic strategy to:
• Conquest competitor lots across 20 markets.
• Deliver customized creative based on various targeting zones across the 20 major markets.
• Increase in-store visits, all while measuring conversions and foot traffic lift.
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Solution: The agency put Simpli.fi’s Geo-Fencing with Conversion Zones technology to work by
targeting highly qualified car buyers as they visited nearby competitor lots. The agency and their
client identified over 100 competitor dealerships across the country, and Simpli.fi set up individual
geo-fences to conquest those lots by delivering targeted ads aiming to entice potential buyers to visit
the client’s lots nearby. Conversion zones were then set up around each of their client’s lots to track
the amount of physical traffic at their location that had previously seen one of their mobile ads after
visiting a competitor lot.
By utilizing Simpli.fi’s ability to draw custom shapes around the targeted locations, the agency was
able to focus spend and impressions on the desired target dealerships. Additionally, Simpli.fi’s
reporting capabilities allowed us to report on results by conversion zones giving the advertiser
additional insight into what competitor lots were most comparable to their brands. Simpli.fi’s ability to
access this insight mid-flight allowed us to also shift spend to better-performing geo-fences and drive
more qualified car buyers to the client’s lots across the country.
Results: Thanks to Simpli.fi’s ability to successfully localize ad buys and conquest competitor lots for
20 markets across the country, the campaign has been able to generate on average 113 new campaign
converters a month per market over the last 10 months. New campaign converters are converters who
have not visited a conversion dealership in the last 30 days, allowing the Simpli.fi team to filter out
repeat visitors such as employees, vendors, service providers and even the mailman.
In addition to driving an above-industry-average CTR of 0.19% across all markets over the course
of 10 months, the advertiser was also able to gauge the effectiveness of this campaign through a lift
in foot traffic. Using Simpli.fi’s Geo-Conversion Lift, the client was able to measure a positive surge
in incremental store visits since the start of the campaign, reaching a high of 117% lift across all 20
markets! This increase reflects the percentage difference between users who visited a conversion zone
after being delivered an ad and those who naturally visited a conversion zone without being delivered
an ad after being seen in a target zone.

New Campaign
Coverters
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Final Thoughts
Automotive advertisers are increasingly turning to Simpli.fi’s core suite of localized
programmatic solutions to reach buyers, influence the sale, and measure the impact of
advertising on the bottom line in ways they never could before.

We’d love to partner with you. Interested in learning more about
how to make your localized programmatic efforts successful? You’ll be
in good company; there are almost 10,000 auto campaigns already
live in the Simpli.fi platform.
Contact us at hi@Simpli.fi.
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